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ShatterColors Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 224 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.A dark
love story of obsessive fixation, perceptual disorientation,
insomnia, and psychic seizures--with madness waiting in the
wings. Do you dare to fall in love asks the narrator of Self-
Murder, and then answers by detailing an instance of attraction
to a breath-stealing beauty which swiftly becomes an obsessive
fixation, such that all else melts from his awareness, his sanity is
stretched to its limits, and madness threatens to engulf him.
Shifting emotional extremes, sensual excess, and prolonged
sleep deprivation: all combine to erode the narrators tenuous
hold on rationality and propel him into a somnambulistic
waking state where the distinction between whats real and
imagined blurs, and hes no longer able to be certain of how hes
behaving; without being aware of it, he may have committed
murder. Self-Murder depicts a hallucinatory landscape of the
mind and emotions, as terrifying as it is surprisingly and
astoundingly beautiful, while probing the elusiveness of memory
and difficulty of accurately apprehending our inner state of
affairs--or of understanding the underlying motives of our
actions. Reviews: Self-Murder is a fascinating and excellent
psychological thriller readers wont be able to put...
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This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
-- Roosevelt B r a un-- Roosevelt B r a un

Extensive information! Its this sort of great read through. It is amongst the most incredible book i have go through. I
realized this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to understand.
-- Pr of . Devon B er nha r d PhD-- Pr of . Devon B er nha r d PhD
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